Camus & Algeria - The New York Review of Books Before commenting upon the works of Albert Camus, I should first make a rather bold statement: I consider him to be an existential writer. More accurately, I consider him to be an existentialist writer.

More accurately, I consider him to be an existentialist writer. The works of Albert Camus are representative of non-metropolitan French literature. His origin in Algeria and his experiences there in the thirties were formative for his ideas.

Camus was an Algerian-born French author, philosopher, and journalist who was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1957. He is often cited as a representative of non-metropolitan French literature. His origin in Algeria and his experiences there in the thirties were formative for his ideas.

Albert Camus’ Algerian Chronicles have never been presented, until now, in a full English translation, and this is a pity. The Chronicles contain a wealth of information about Camus’ life and ideas, and a fascinating insight into the cultural and political landscape of Algeria during the 1940s and 1950s.
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